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BON EPOXY SANDALS NOW AVAILABLE
WITH LONGER SPIKES

(GIBSONIA, PA, USA) – Bon Spiked Sandals are now being manufactured with 1-1/4” spikes, providing an option to the original sandals which are equipped with 3/4” spikes. The longer spike is ideal for installation of thicker epoxy floors and other coatings. Finishers protect their work and bring air bubbles out of the application while wearing the sandals with spikes positioned to evenly distribute weight for good balance when walking on self-leveling flooring materials.

The sandals are made with flexible plastic sole of the open-style sandal and equipped with 11 spikes. They attach on to work boots at the toe and ankle with easy-to-adjust hook and loop nylon fabric straps. The back end of each sandal is formed with a back-stop to prevent the work boot from moving around on the sandal. The one-piece design of the strap system on the sandal further helps to maintain a tight fit on installer’s work boots. Bon Spiked Sandals are one size fits most all and sold in pairs.

About Bon Tool Co:
Bon Tool Co., a leading manufacturer of construction tools and equipment in the United States, has been manufacturing construction tools for professionals since 1958. For more information contact our sales department at 800-444-7060 or visit the website at www.bontool.com.

Part #:
82-799 Spiked Sandals with 1-1/4” Spikes
22-599 Spiked Sandals with 3/4” Spikes
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